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November 18,19 & 20 2008
Tuesday 9am-6pm

Wednesday 10am-5pm
Thursday 10am-5pm

Admission $4.00
(Price includes $2.00 discount on the featured Lunch!) 

 

Three Big Days in Four Big Buildings!
(160,000 Sq. Ft.)

Trade show with over 120 vendors
including the Seed Pavilion.
Workshops and Presentations by
experts from OSU Extension, FFA and
Industry Professionals. 
Used equipment sale alley with dozens of 
pieces of equipment large and small on 
sale during the Expo.
Antique Farm Equipment Display with
over 70 pieces on display.

Parking is Free!!! 
Linn County Fair & Expo Center

 
 

1(800) 208-2168 
www.wvaexpo.com

Eighth AnnualCUB FARMS
Raising Top Quality:

We grow everything
under the sun.

509-837-4265

Proud to be part of America’s 
Farming & Ranching Industry
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In 1970, there were no commercial 
soil and plant testing laboratories 
in Idaho. Farmers applied fertil-

izers based upon educated guesswork. 
Dr. Dale Stukenholtz and his wife Joyce 
saw an opportunity to build a business 
and started a soil and plant testing labo-
ratory and field consulting service based 
in Twin Falls, Idaho. Dr. Stukenholtz 
had an unusually diverse background 
as an educator at the University of Ne-
braska, an agronomist in the fertilizer 
industry, and a farmer, and he saw a 
need for more modern fertilizer recom-
mendations to produce greater yields at 
less cost. His clients were the growers, 
so he could make unbiased recommen-
dations that maximized economic re-
turn to the farmer. After extensive field 
research, he developed these improved 
fertilizer recommendations that quickly 
became popular with growers and form 
the basis for nearly all fertilizer appli-
cations in the intermountain west area. 
Stukenholtz Laboratory clients include 

growers from all neighboring states and 
several foreign countries including Aus-
tralia, Canada, Egypt, Russia, Mexico 
and New Zealand.
Stukenholtz Laboratory provides 1 to 

2 day service, including picking up and 
delivery time, across Southern Idaho 
from St. Anthony and Grace to Parma 
and Homedale. Results can be deliv-
ered, mailed, faxed, or pulled from the 
Laboratory’s webpage: www.stuke-
nholz.com. To improve their service, 
Joyce and Dale Stukenholtz expanded 
the laboratory 11 years ago, installed 
the latest in computerized instrumenta-
tion and quality control, and made it the 
most modern and well equipped agricul-
tural laboratory in their market area.
Critical to the success of Idaho’s most 

efficient laboratory and largest field con-
sulting firm has been its personnel. Dr. 
Stukenholtz has had a PhD in Soil Fer-
tility and Plant Nutrition since 1964 and 
his son and Laboratory Manager Paul 
has nearly completed his own. Consult-

Stukenholtz Laboratory Inc.
Celebrating 37 Years of Agricultural Testing

ing agronomists include J.P. Kruckeberg 
of American Falls, a 29 year veteran of 
field consulting and the most successful 
single agronomist in the state, and Bart 
Kunz. The Laboratory and office staff 
are equally good.
Stukenholtz Laboratory continues with 

research and improvement. In conjunc-
tion with the Idaho Crop Production As-
sociation and University of Idaho CFEP 
research project, Stukenholtz Labora-
tory has helped to ensure that fertilizer 
recommendations in Idaho are the most 
cost efficient possible and produce the 
maximum economic yield while protect-
ing the environment. Stukenholtz Labo-
ratory personnel have conducted field 
research on over 40 different products 
and continue to be the experts at “cutting 
edge” agricultural technology. As we 
end our first 37 years of business and be-
gin our next, we would like to thank our 
current and former employees for their 
dedicated work and our customers and 
clients for their years of support.         e
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The new science of hybrid alfalfa 
follows the history of corn. Just 
as hybridization steadily im-

proved corn yields, hybrid alfalfa is im-
proving hay yields.
The presence of inbred seeds in the 

commercial product was an obstacle to 
higher alfalfa yields until Dr. Paul Sun, 
of Dairyland Seed, took up the chal-
lenge. Over the course of more than 20 
years, his team developed a true hybrid 
process that opened the door to greater 
yields.
Our patented msSunstra® Hybrid Al-

falfa Technology is an exciting break-
through in alfalfa plant breeding. It 
maximizes the yield potential of su-
perior alfalfa germ plasm and allows 

Dairyland Seed breeders to capture the 
full genetic potential of parental lines in 
the commercial product.
HybriForce-400 gives farmers the flex-

ibility to harvest earlier and improve 
forage quality with less risk of stand 
loss. Because the plants are more resil-
ient, an early harvest of higher quality 
forage does not raise the same level of 
risk of stand loss as with early harvest 
of current alfalfas. 
HybriForce-400 has the potential to re-

tain more plants per square foot, result-
ing in more fine stems per square foot 
when managed properly. Many produc-
ers have observed quicker drying time 
as a result.
Greater yields per acre from hybrids 

How can you improve yields
by an average of 16%?

may allow you to improve your crop 
rotation by taking advantage of ni-
trogen fixed from your alfalfa stands. 
With greater yields per acre, more 
efficiency is obtained. With more 
efficiency, stand duration could be 
shortened, thereby taking advantage 
of more “free” nitrogen across your 
entire farm.
The bottom line? You are now able to 

improve alfalfa yields by an average of 
16% on your own farm, where it counts. 
At today’s values, you can improve your 
operation to the tune of $375 per acre.
HybriForce-400 has sold out since its 

2001 introduction. So, don’t wait to order! 
Improve your yields while supplies last. 
Call 1-800-236-0163 today.                       e

Dan Flitner and his family have 
been ranching for four gen-
erations. Four years ago they 

moved from Wyoming to New Mexico 
to raise organic, grass-fed beef. They 
now have 75 head of cattle, and 30 quar-
ter horses, on a property 35 miles east of 
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
 “The property we purchased is off the 

power grid,” said Flitner. “We looked 
at powering the house using a genera-
tor and diesel fuel, and even researched 
the cost of a power line, but renewable 
energy came out on top and we’re very 
happy with the decision,” he said. 
“In fact,” he added, “we’re trying to 

improve our energy profile all the time 
and do more and more things, some 
new, some traditional.” 
Flitner described the family’s thought 

process behind the design of the electri-
cal system. “We designed a big system. 
We decided to spend extra on it because 
we want this to be a permanent resi-
dence. It’s hard to live out here, and we 

didn’t want to be making huge sacrifices 
in terms of comfort and capability. We 
have a house, shop and office that all 
need to function to run the ranch.” 
“We have two kids and anticipated our 

needs becoming greater, not less, while 
the kids are growing up. We live fairly 
normally with a TV and a computer. We 
don’t want for much,” he confided.
The system that Flitner and his family 

installed is a 2.8kw photovoltaic electri-
cal system, purchased through Energy 
Concepts, Las Vegas, NM, that charges 
batteries with a generator back-up for 
stormy days. According to Flitner, the 
generator  probably runs 75 – 100 hours 
a year. 
The solar system was installed af-

ter a complete remodel of the 50’s-era 
ranch house. “We rewired and redid 
everything. We reinsulated the walls 
and ceiling, using conventional fiber 
batting. Then we blew insulation into 
the ceiling. It’s very tight now. We also 
replaced all the windows and bought 

energy-efficient appliances. Actually, it 
might have been cheaper in the long run 
to start from scratch, but I’m glad we 
didn’t,” he added.
In the near term, Flitner described the 

family’s future plans to add an out-
door furnace for hot water and home 
heating that can run on wood, solar 
or propane. “We have a lot of pinon 
and juniper and lots of sun,” he said. 
“And in another two or three years, 
we may add a wind turbine. Our water 
supply now comes from a traditional 
wind mill.” The horses are part of the 
ranch’s operations and Flitner is look-
ing at acquiring a wagon for hauling. 
Flitner’s Internet service comes via 
satellite, but his telephone is a land 
line—it’s the only wire that connects 
to the house.” So it’s all a blend of new 
and traditional, but there isn’t a deci-
sion that we make on the ranch that 
doesn’t involve power decisions.”
Contact: Janet Bridgers, 805 487 2999, 

janetmbridgers@yahoo.com         e

New Mexico Rancher Combines
Renewable Energy with Tradition
By: Janet Bridgers
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“There just isn’t enough we 
can say about the Super Edge 

Auger Flighting” Agrees Doug and 
L a u r a Egbers, owners of Egbers Flighting & 
Supply L.L.C. The Super Edge is created in the rolling process. 
This is a cold rolling process so the steel is not heat treated. 
“This lets the steel retain its strength.” States Doug. Because of 
how the flighting is made, the outside edge is thicker than your 
common market flighting or plain flighting as they call it. Super 
Edge Auger Flighting has approximately 50 thicker outside edge. 
It gives longer wear and longer life of the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their repair and fabrication 

division has years of experience in re-flighting and balancing 
auger sections. “It just makes good sense to replace the auger 
flighting instead of buying a new auger section.” Confirms Doug, 
“New auger sections can be pricey and the Super Edge Auger 

Egbers on
Super Edge

Flighting is priced to sell.” Along with their repair’s Egbers offers 
a wide assortments of replacement parts and tubing. They have 
you basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled tube for grain cart unloading 
augers all the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport augers. 
“We’ve always thought freight and shipping to our customers 
was a problem, we can ship pretty much all the replacement parts 
a customer needs from here.” States Laura “That way all your 
parts come from one location instead of several.”
New service for Egbers is their ability to balance combine 

rotors. “We’re always looking for new products and services 
for our customers. These rotors can be balanced at a fraction of 
what a new one costs,” Says Laura.
All in all Egbers supports a great team for sales and 

repairs. They’re your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement 
needs.  Call  them at  800-462-2588 or check them 
out on the web - www.eflighting.com.                 e

FIRST STREET WELDING INC.

Custom Welding - Hitches
Trailer Repair

Aluminum & Stainless
Farm Equipment Repairing

473 1st St. E.
Idaho Falls, ID 
(208) 522-2588
Proud To Support 

The Area’s Farmers & Ranchers
www.firststreetwelding.com
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Congress needs to make extending 
the renewable energy incentives a 
priority. In so doing they will be 

in step with the vast majority of the Ameri-
can public in acknowledging and endors-
ing wind energy’s many benefits.
Wind Energy is Green Power:  Ac-

cording to the U.S. Department of En-
ergy and National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory(NREL) Wind Energy Ben-
efits fact sheet www.nrel.gov/docs/fy05os-
ti/37602.pdf, “Wind energy is clean energy 
that produces no emissions, which means 
it doesn’t contribute to acid rain and snow, 
global climate change, smog, regional 
haze, mercury contamination, water with-
drawal, and particulate-related health ef-
fects.” Water use is also a critical issue for 
this country, especially in the Great Plains 
and the western U.S. NREL estimates that 
4,000 Megawatts of wind energy results 
in 10.51 billion gallons of savings in wa-
ter withdrawn and 6.31 billion gallons of 
savings in water consumed. An AP article, 
published January 23rd, reports that one 
nuclear plant in America’s Southeastern 
region draws 33 million gallons of water a 
day, with 17 million gallons lost to evapo-
ration in the cooling towers.  And fossil/
thermal plants don’t operate 100 percent 
of the time either.
Savings on CO2:  The American Wind 

Energy Association estimated that 31 
billion kWh of wind in 2007 would off-
set 19 million tons of CO2 emitted vs. 
that power being generated from the av-
erage U.S. electricity fuel mix according 
to the U.S. Energy Information Agency. 
A single 1 MW wind turbine displaces 
1,800 tons of CO2 annually. 
Wind Energy vs. Other U.S. Energy Sub-

sidies:  Every energy technology is sup-
ported by the federal government.  Wind 
energy is no exception, nor should it be.  
Federal energy subsidies in 2003 ranged 
from $37 billion to $64 billion, accord-
ing to the National Commission on En-
ergy Policy. Wind energy accounted for 
less than 1% of the total.  Wind energy 
enhances national energy independence 
and promotes sustainable, rural economic 
development for America. Wind takes the 
pressure off natural gas prices, the largest 
cost in nitrogen fertilizer. So, no apologies 

needed for wind energy’s minor subsidies.
Wildlife Habitat, Birds and Bats:  Wind 

projects need not be sited on migratory 
bird flyways or in fact on large ranches 
intended for hunting or tourism. The wind 
industry is paying attention to those issues 
and is implementing strategies to mitigate 
them.  According to a National Wind Co-
ordinating Committee resource document, 
Avian Collisions with Wind Turbines:  A 
Summary of Existing Studies and Compar-
isons to Other Sources of Avian Collision 
Mortality in the United States, “It is esti-
mated that from 100 million to over 1 bil-
lion birds are killed annually in the United 
States due to collisions with human-made 
structures, including vehicles, buildings 
and windows, power lines, communica-
tion towers, and wind turbines.” Wind tur-
bines accounted for only 10 to 40 thousand 
.The issue of wind turbines killing birds or 
bats, while taken seriously by the industry, 
is very minor and largely diversionary.
Wind energy works for rural economic 

development while saving precious water 

resources. Wind energy makes the U.S. 
more energy independent. On the C02 is-
sue, a Feb. 4 Dow Jones article, Wall Street 
Shows Skepticism Over Coal, reports, 
“Three of Wall Street’s biggest investment 
banks are set to announce today that they 
are imposing new environmental standards 
that will make it harder for companies to get 
financing to build coal-fired power plants in 
the U.S… The banks say they will encour-
age energy-efficiency and renewable-ener-
gy pushes before backing new coal plants.” 
Rural America should also embrace the 
20-percent Vision that the President men-
tioned in his State of The Union address 
a couple of years ago. The U.S. Dept. of 
Energy and National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory report, “20 percent energy from 
wind will require on the order of 2,750,000 
full time employee job years over a 20 year 
project life.”  So, while fossil fuel inter-
ests may attack wind energy, as they have 
ethanol and biofuels, the American people 
are demanding Congress support wind en-
ergy with production incentives.         e

Congress Should Act Quickly To Extend the Wind Energy 
Production Tax Incentive – An Editorial Comment on Wind Energy Policy 
By Dan McGuire, Chief Executive, American Corn Growers Foundation
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to choose, MIL-STAK is able to fit any 
size of operation, from the family farm to 
the large commercial operator.
• The model 1030-s is designed for 3x4 

bales with the big operator in mind. It is 
extremely strong and built to withstand 
many hours of continuous use.
• The all new 1028-s model is designed 

for the 3x3 bales and is nonadjustable.
• The model 1032 is adjustable and able 

to handle the 3x3 and 3x4 bales with 
ease.
All three models are designed to easily 

switch to and from mid-size bale loading 
with a few bolts and hydraulic quick cou-

plers. Everything is either bolted on or 
plugged in – there is no welding on your 
bale wagon and no wires cut. By utiliz-
ing your bale wagon’s existing controls, 
the operator can quickly and easily load 
a tight, uniform stack of mid-size bales. 
And with features like the Air Bag that 
virtually eliminates any side roll of the 
bale wagon, a specially designed Cush-
ion Valve, which allows operators to 
gently place bales on a second table, and 
the second Table Booster that helps lift 
the extra weight of the mid-sized bales 
by lifting toward the front of the second 
table, which greatly reduces the stress on 
the pivot pins, the MIL-STAK Mid-Size 
Bale Loaders are not only a joy to work 
with, but will help keep your bale wagon 
around longer by lessening wear and tear. 
Add in the matching yellow and red paint 
job, and it’s evident that MIL-STAK is 
the leader in quality and appearance.
MIL-STAK...fast, simple, afford-

able. For more information call (208) 
452-6045, fax (208) 452-6065, or write 
MIL-STAK INC. at 1350 Glenway, 
Fruitland, ID 83619.                   e

MIL-STAK has taken great 
care to design a mid-size 
bale conversion that does not 

damage your New Holland bale wagon. 
Conceived and invented by a custom hay 
stacking operator, the goal was to design 
a fast, simple way to single-handedly 

MIL-STAK Mid-Size Bale Loaders
Fast, Simple, Affordable

load and stack mid-size bales with a New 
Holland bale wagon. Yet equally chal-
lenging was to try to retain the ability to 
quickly switch back to small bale load-
ing. In their Mid-Size Bale Loader, MIL-
STAK has accomplished just that.
Now offering three models from which 
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Then you already know the chal-
lenge of keeping your irrigation 
on schedule for maximum prof-

it.  More than ever, high-energy costs 
make pivot management a critical task.  
In the early 90’s Jerry Abts was selling 
a sophisticated and expensive remote 
monitoring and control system for cen-
ter pivots; but most irrigators declined 
and simply asked, “what’a’ya got that 
will just tell me if my pivots are on?”  
The answer came in 1995 when Abts 
founded Pivotrac.com and patented a 
method of using simple text pagers to 
keep irrigators informed on the status 
of whole groups of pivots, one to a hun-
dred or more.
Today Pivotrac combines text messag-

ing and Internet connectivity with special 
radio telemetry that works everywhere 
to deliver on-the-go status of multiple 
pivots to anyone, anywhere.  Pagers are 
still used, but most subscribers receive 
the text messages on their digital cell 
phones.  In addition, the system pro-
vides remote start and stop options from 
any telephone or the Internet.
There are many reasons for on-site vis-

its to fields with growing crops being ir-
rigated by center pivots.  The difference 
with Pivotrac is you and your hands 
know immediately when a pivot shuts 
down (and you know when it starts back 
up).  Priorities change with new infor-
mation.  Now pivot status information 
delivered to everyone needing it can 
help adjust priorities to avoid costly 
downtime that can result in crop stress 
and yield loss.  Why wait until the last of 
the day to find out a pivot is stuck?  With 
Pivotrac the problem is immediately 
known before all the help goes home 
and you get “stuck” with the problem.
The service is simple, reliable and at 

just $225 per season, very affordable. 
Subscribers can view their pivots on a 
secure website from anywhere, and the 
website includes summary and detailed 
records of all pivot activity (www.pivot-
rac.com).  For a dealer in your area, con-
tact Jerry Abts by phone at 888-872-2360 
or e-mail: jerry@pivotrac.com. e

got pivots?
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The hydraulic grapple rake, a versatile new tractor/load-
er attachment, is giving farmers and ranchers greater 
control and efficiency in cleaning up, moving, loading, 

and stacking tasks.
While the dirt bucket has been the standard tractor or loader 

attachment, it has drawbacks in a variety of tasks requiring 
control and efficiency such as raking, carrying, or stacking.
Because it’s more efficient and adaptable than the bucket, the 

grapple rake, which hydraulically opens, closes, and moves its 
jaws of spaced metal tines, is becoming indispensable. It can 
remove trees and brush or surface rake limbs and debris with-
out piling up unnecessary dirt. It can dig out roots, stumps, and 
rocks. It can pick up, move, and stack logs and hay bales. It 
can even lightly plow and efficiently tackle a variety of tasks 
requiring more control than the typical bucket provides.
Dorman Walser, who farms and ranches 4,000 acres in Crow-

ell, Texas, used a standard bucket attachment on his Caterpil-
lar loader, as well as other implements, to remove trees/brush, 
move firewood, and haul hay. He was less than satisfied with 
the results.
“The bucket could pile stuff up, but couldn’t rake or stack,” 

Walser says. “It dug into the ground and picked up a lot of 

trash and dirt that we had to sort out. It wouldn’t hold things 
in place.”
To dig out roots, Walser resorted to plowing. “The plows 

would hang up on roots and tear up shanks,” he says.
While hayforks could move hay bales, they lacked the control 

necessary to stack them. Says Walser, “When the bale rolled 
off the fork, I’d have to hope it rolled where I wanted it.”
A firewood side business was also too manually labor inten-

sive, requiring sorting through logs and debris.
Walser needed a tool strong enough to pick up stumps, logs, 

and hay bales, controllable enough to stack them, and versatile 
enough to efficiently rake up twigs and limbs without piling 
up dirt. It also had to be strong enough to withstand long wear 
without breaking teeth.
He turned to a hydraulic grapple rake by Colville, Washington-

based AnBo Mfg., which specializes in high quality designed 
products for tractors, loaders, and skid steers.
AnBo built the grapple rake to fit Walser’s Caterpillar loader 

so no brackets were needed. The grapple rake operates with the 
loader like a bucket. You can raise and lower it, roll it forwards 
or backwards. Opening and closing its jaws of spaced metal 
tines is controlled by a third hydraulic function.

AnBo’s rakes designed to
help farmers move waste

equipment

Canyon Honda

(208) 468-0775
www.canyonhondaidaho.com

Complete Line Of Honda Motorcycles, 
ATV’s, Scooters & Watercraft
Factory Authorized Service
Full Line Of Honda Parts & Accessories
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Walser chose and 8-foot grapple rake with 6-inch tine spacing 
to allow dirt but not brush to sift through the rake’s tines. AnBo 
uses a special type of steel that has twice the yield strength (re-
sistance to bending) and a much higher Brinell Hardness rating 
(resistance to wear) than T-1 steel.
When he uses the grapple rake to remove trees, stumps, and 

roots, he’s confident it’ll pick up the load without bending teeth 
or cluttering things up with debris.
“I can pick up whatever I want with it, from stumps as big as 

people to brush, without picking up dirt,” he says. “It’s great 
for grubbing out stumps and roots, and can do the work of five 
men moving and stacking logs in our firewood business.”
He uses the grapple rake not only to rake up tree limbs, brush, 

and trash, but also to lightly plow the ground in preparation for 
planting improved grass seed for cattle pasture. “Because you 
can do everything with it from removing stumps, to raking, 
to light plowing, it makes for a fast, easy way to get a clean 
pasture,” he says.
Walser uses the grapple rake to pick up, place, and stack 

square and round hay bales on a truck trailer, in addition to 
taking hay straight to the cattle from a haystack. “The grapple 
rake gives us more control than a hay fork,” he says. “With it, 
you can pick up, turn, set down and stack bales wherever you 
want. It’s a great tool for so many applications, and is quick to 
change over from a bucket.”
Dennis Sherer, who grows corn and soy beans and runs a cow/

calf operation on 2,000 acres southeast of Kansas City, Mis-

souri, had removed trees from a hedge row that was damaging 
a fence, and whose roots were jutting into a field. He was frus-
trated with pushing the trees on the ground with a dozer bucket 
for burning disposal. Trying to remove the roots with a chisel 
plow wasn’t working, and he disliked how waste hay fell from 
the bucket when cleaning around the cow racks each winter.
He turned to a 7’ AnBo grapple rake as an attachment for his 

tractor loader, and found the going much easier.
“Instead of pushing trees along the ground, I pick them up 

with the grapple rake and carry them to the pile,” says Sherer. 
“It grabs everything like the fingers of your hand, and gives 
you more control. With it, you can pick up just about anything 
off the ground. It saves lots of time picking up waste cow feed 
to spread over the pasture.”
Sherer has used his grapple rake to pick up, move, or load 

items that are difficult or inconvenient to do by hand. He’s used 
it to pull trees back from fence lines. He’s used it to load wood 
posts. He’s used it to pick up scrap iron, old tires, and concrete 
foundation pieces. With it, he plans to tear down old wood 
buildings and load them onto a truck for removal.
“It’s a great time saver,” concludes Sherer. “I wish I’d heard 

of it earlier.”
For more information, call 866-684-3330 toll free; fax 

509-684-1997; email sales@anbomanufacturing.com; visit 
www.anbomanufacturing.com on the internet; or write to 
AnBo Manufacturing, Inc. at 685 Elm Tree Drive, Colville, 
WA  99114.                                                       e

The Columbia Basin Farmer, September 2006

For your local distributor

Aldor’s Smart Plugs are equipped 
to provide faster starting, more 
power, increased  power and fuel 
economy and reduced emissions.

A.L. Doering Spark Plug Corp.

NOW AVAILABLE!
Spark Plugs for ATVs
& Farm Equipment
Oxygen Sensors
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The Oregon Roadrunner, manu-
factured by Sunny D Manu-
facturing Company, Inc., is the 

all purpose machine when it comes to 
loading and unloading blocks of hay, 
everything from a stack of bales in the 
field to a six-pack of 3x4 bales. What 
used to take several people hours to 
buck the hay, whether loading trucks, 
unloading trucks, or moving the hay 
from one truck to another, now takes 
one person just minutes to accomplish. 
There is no other machine that can 
match it.
Humble Beginnings
In 1971, Art Davina – then a rancher 

in Bonanza Oregon – saw the need, de-
signed and built the first Oregon Road-
runner. That machine is still being used 
today. 
While struggling through the hard 

times, redesigning to incorporate new 
ideas and improving on old ones, and 

building a strong customer base one 
customer at a time, Art managed to 
build his back-yard business to a point 
where he was able to open his first 
shop. By 1985 the business was large 
enough that he began the process of 
incorporating it. Later, needing more 
space to meet customer demand, he 
bought a larger property, and moved 
the business to its current location in 
Klamath Falls.
When health problems forced Art to 

take a step back and de-stress his life, 
he wanted to find the perfect person 
to take the reins. Ed Majors took over 
as GM in 1998 and in 2003, began the 
process of buying the company from 
Art. Today, Ed officially owns it. 
Sunny D Today
From those humble beginnings in 1971 

to the 21st century, Sunny D Manufac-
turing Company Inc. has grown to a 
business totaling 15 employees. Weld-

SUNNY D MFG., CO. INC 
The Oregon Roadrunner

ers, fabricators, mechanics, a painter, 
and various support personnel create 
from bare metal the machine that called 
“The Oregon Roadrunner.” What used 
to be only available in white with your 

choice of stripe, a customer can now 
choose their color and design. For more 
information, call 1-541-884-2361, or 
write 4343 Highway 39, Klamath Falls, 
OR  97603.                              e

Rio Hondo Livestock & Farrier Supply

Rio Hondo is family owned and 
managed by Richard and Lynn 
Brook. Rio Hondo is Spanish 

for the “deep creek” running through the 

Brooks’ ranch situated in the Snake River 
Valley of southern Idaho, 4.5 miles west 
of Buhl, along Scenic Highway 30.           
The Brooks have been in the ranching 

and farrier business for 35 years, having 
complete knowledge and expertise 
pertaining to the horse shoeing  industry 
including distinctive brand name tools 
and supplies. They also include their 
son and daughter, Rick and Suryia 
in the daily operation of the business 
emphasizing friendly service and 
customer satisfaction.
The Brooks’ thorough knowledge 

and experience in cattle ranching has 
prompted them to offer consumers Hi-
Hog, “The Outstanding Brand” in farm 
and ranch livestock handling equipment. 
Rio Hondo will be the only provider of 
Hi-Hog equipment in Idaho. An “onsite” 
equipment display offers consumers a 
“no obligation” demonstration with the 
opportunity to check out the high quality 
and ease of handling this exclusive 
equipment offers.
Rio Hondo would like to take this 

opportunity to thank all of our customers for 
their support and patronage. We appreciate 
your business, and look forward to 
supplying your needs in the future.            e

64088 McDonald Ln 

Equipment Technologies brings 

you the Direct Drive concept, 

all mechanical drive with no 

hydrostatic wheel motors, which 

means more power to the ground 

where it should be.

www.pioneerwestinc.com
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Equiflex Arena Footing is a 
clean, safe, soft material that 
absorbs impact and even helps 

cushion a rider’s fall. Equiflex provides 
a dynamic, safe, uniform riding surface 
that eliminates the shock from your 
horse's workout and lets your horse per-
form at its best. Equiflex Arena Footing 
does not deteriorate and does not require 
frequent replacement. It can be used in-
doors or outdoors in arenas, jumping 
stadiums, tracks, and trails. 
Advantages of Equiflex:

Reduces concussion shock 
Reduces muscle strain 
Minimizes injuries 
Increases training time 
Resists packing and improves drainage 
Reduces dust indoors and out 
Reduces maintenance 
Performance and Pleasure. Equiflex 

provides good traction as well as a non-
concussive, resilient surface that pro-
tects horses' legs from shock and injury. 
When surveyed, equestrians choose an 
Equiflex-treated surface over a tradi-
tionally surfaced arena. Equiflex Arena 
Footing is also non-abrasive, odor free, 
and harmless to the environment.
Equiflex allows the pore space in the 

footing to remain open.  Open space lets 
water seep down into the riding surface, 
rather than staying on top and making 
the ground slippery.  
Since the Equiflex particle is very po-

rous, water molecules adhere to the rub-
ber particle and the riding surface stays 
damp, thus controlling the dust, which 
is especially important in a dry climate 
like the western United States.
No need to replace Equiflex. Soccer 

balls, wood chips and sneakers may 
break down over time and turn to dust, 
but tires have been engineered to last 
almost forever. My sales joke in the 
90’s was would you rather have mate-
rial from a sneaker that Michael Jordon 
would only use for one game or rubber 
from a tire that could last over 100,000 
miles. After 5 years, our original Equi-
flex installations are still performing ex-
tremely well and samples taken from the 
arenas show no change in the product.  
Arenas or other areas where Equiflex is 

used need only periodic maintenance.
Animals eating Equiflex. Equiflex 

is inert, like sand or pebbles, so if it is 
eaten, it will pass right through your 
animal’s digestive system. Equiflex 
has been used in horse arenas for many 
years and horses have shown no inter-
est in eating the crumb rubber footing. 
In fact, the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency has purchasing guidelines, 
which recommend recycled tire prod-
ucts for children's playgrounds.
Metal from steel belted radial tires.  

Equiflex is metal free. We use a 3- tier 
magnet system during our tire shredding 
to remove all metal from steel belted ra-
dial tires. Bias ply tires are also shred-
ded which do not have metal.
The important difference between 

crumb rubber and shreds or buff-
ings. Crumb rubber consists of small, 
pea-size bits, approximately a 1/4" inch 
sized rectangle of rubber made from 
whole tires. (Particle size and amount of 
fiber attached varies slightly depending 
on the processor.) Shreds are normally 
larger than 1"x1" which are too big for 
use in an arena. Buffings are the shav-
ings produced when a retreader evens a 
tire’s shape before applying a new tread. 
Buffings look like flat worms and be-
cause of this shape, they offer minimum 

shock absorption and will often layer 
upon themselves, creating a barrier to 
water migration. Crumb rubber, being 
a solid rubber particle, absorbs impact 
substantially better.  Equiflex is metal 
free. A 3-tier magnet system is used 
during our tire shredding operations to 
remove all metal.  
Application. Equiflex works well for 

indoor and outdoor riding arenas and 
for any riding discipline. You can use 
Equiflex on a sand or soil riding sur-
face. We recommend an application of 
2-pounds per square foot of arena sur-
face. This adds 1-inch of height to your 
existing riding surface. One ton covers 
1,000 square ft. Equiflex is delivered 
in one ton Super Sacs on a pallet on a 
flat bed truck. Installation is simple. Just 
uniformly spread the Equiflex Arena 
Footing throughout your arena and then 
harrow, rake, disc or till the rubber into 
your riding surface. Be careful to not 
cut too deep and impact your sub-base 
material.
Your sand quality and riding depth is 

very important.  If the sand is too deep 
then your horse may over extend their 
tendons and if the sand is too shallow, 
then you will have a harder, possibly 
damaging impact. The riding sand should 
be very coarse and sharp edged.           e

Equiflex Arena Footing
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beef – dairy

Boise, ID - Advances in technology, 
packaging and product innovation give 
consumers an array of choices in the 
dairy case that offer “something for ev-
eryone.”
People today have more options than 

ever to meet their recommended three 
servings of dairy — milk, cheese or 
yogurt — every day. You can find new 
packaging for milk in many school 
vending machines, as well as on the 

cafeteria serving lines. At quick-serve 
restaurants, milk comes in new flavors 
and in kid-appealing packaging. You’ll 
find cheese and yogurt dressing up sal-
ads and desserts. Looking for something 
extra-special in cheese? Artisanal (hand-
made) cheeses are the latest darling of 
the deli.
Behind the scenes, food-makers have 

created yogurts that offer higher lev-
els of probiotics and milk that helps to 

lower cholesterol to improve health. 
Also, they’ve discovered the versatil-
ity of other dairy ingredients, such as 
whey and powdered cheeses, to boost 
the nutrition, texture and flavor of their 
products.
Innovation and technology research 

is funded by America’s dairy farmers 
as part of a national promotion and re-
search program. Finding ways to meet 
consumer demands for products that 
never existed previously — or had never 
even been imagined — helps people to 
eat healthy and enjoy dairy choices that 
fit today’s on-the-go lifestyle.
The dairy industry currently encourag-

es three daily servings of milk, cheese or 
yogurt through its 3-A-Day™ of Dairy 
program. In 2005, dietary guidelines 
recommended three servings of low-fat 
or non-fat dairy a day — not only be-
cause of the calcium that dairy foods 
provide, but also for other key nutrients, 
such as potassium, magnesium and vi-
tamin A.
The great news is that all milk and dairy 

foods are equally safe, wholesome and 
nutritious to help people build strong 
bones and healthy bodies. Dairy farm-
ers have worked hard for generations 
to provide American families with milk 
and dairy foods to enjoy. Now, there are 
even more unique and delicious ways to 
enjoy them.
To learn more about modern dairy 

farming, visit www.dairyfarming.org. 
For great-tasting dairy recipes, visit 
www.3aday.org.

United Dairymen of Idaho (UDI) is the local plan-
ning and management organization responsible for 

increasing demand for U.S. produced dairy products 
on behalf of Idaho’s dairy farm families. 

From Milkshakes to
Double Nonfat Lattes
New Dairy Product Developments Help You on Your Way to 3-A-Day
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Patent pending

PERC 412

PERC 206
On accessory trailer

Americans eat the equivalent of 10 acres 
of pizza (and Mozzarella cheese) every 
day. 
Just ate spicy food? Milk is better than 
water for cooling your mouth A protein 
in milk called casein cleanses the taste 
buds.
Cheddar cheese was first developed in 
the town of, yes, Cheddar Gorge, Eng-
land, more than 400 years ago.
A gallon of milk weighs 8.59 pounds.
A cow has four stomachs and 24 teeth.
The most common breed of dairy cow in the United States is 
the Holstein; Jersey cows produce milk with the highest but-
terfat content. 
An average cow produces about 350,000 glasses of milk in her 
lifetime. 
Plastic milk bottles were first introduced in the United States 
in 1967.
McDonald’s® and Wendy’s® introduced single-serve plastic 
milk containers in the summer of 2004.
The tradition of making Swiss cheese in 200-pound wheels 
began in the Middle Ages, when the Swiss government taxed 
cheese makers on the number of pieces they produced, rather 

than according to the total weight of the 
cheese they made. 
To get the same amount of calcium pro-
vided by 8 ounces of milk, you would 
have to eat 2 1/4 cups of broccoli, 6 3/4 
oranges or 6 slices of wheat bread. 
If you open the refrigerator in 96 per-
cent of all households, you’ll find a con-
tainer of milk; 94 percent of all house-
holds have cheese.
Total cheese per capita consumption 
was 31 pounds in 2004.

Forty percent of all cheese is served at restaurants and cafeterias.
An average dairy cow weighs 1,400 pounds and consumes about 
50 pounds of dry matter (e.g., hay, grass, grain) each day. 
The average cow drinks from 30 to 50 gallons of water each 
day — about a bathtub’s worth.
Cows have an acute sense of smell, and can smell something 
up to 6 miles away.
Most cows chew at least 50 times per minute, and spend 10 
hours a day chewing their cud in order to aid in digestion.
Cows arrived in America with the Jamestown settlers in 1611.
Tank trucks for transporting fluid milk were first intro-
duced in 1914.                                                       e

Dairy Trivia
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Boise, ID - It’s a fact - Idaho’s dairy 
industry is the number one agriculture 
crop in Idaho. June Dairy Month is the 
perfect time to reflect on how the dairy 
industry impacts Idaho’s economy. 
Idaho’s dairy industry is more than just 
milk. Dairy farmers bring jobs and eco-
nomic activity to communities across 
the nation. In fact, each dollar a dairy 
farmer receives in milk sales generates 
more money for the local economy.
“We know we are producing a quality 

product that is valued by people all over 
this country and really the world,” said 
Art Lee, Co-Chair for United Dairymen 
of Idaho. “There will always be a need 
for good, beneficial food and that’s what 
we as an industry focus on – providing a 
wholesome product now and for genera-
tions to come.”  
The dairy industry continues to be 

a significant factor in Idaho’s over-
all economic health. In 2007, on-farm 
cash receipts from milk produced on 
Idaho farms amounted to approximately 
$2.047 billion dollars (based on an aver-
age price of $17.80 per hundred pounds 
produced, up from $11.89 in 2006). In 
1970, Idaho’s dairy industry generated 
$73 million dollars in cash receipts.
Idaho is home to a mixture of large 

and small dairy farms, both of which 
contribute to the local economy by 
supporting local businesses and the 
community tax base. All but one of 
Idaho’s dairies is family owned and 
operated. Fifty-eight percent of Ida-
ho’s dairies have fewer than 500 cows. 
When a dairy farm spends money lo-
cally, it creates a multiplier effect of 
more than two-and-a-half times the 
original dollar spent. Direct employ-
ment on dairies and in milk and cheese 
processing plants accounted for 9,260 
jobs in southern Idaho. Idaho’s dairy 
industry supports local businesses. 
When dairy farmers purchase machin-
ery, trucks, fuel, and more from local 
companies, they help generate jobs 
and income for others. In addition, 
dairies create jobs for people who 
grow and ship feed for cows, as well 
as jobs for veterinarians, insurance 
agents, accountants, bankers, and oth-
ers. Truckers, packaging manufactur-
ers and food marketers complete the 
cycle by transporting and marketing 
dairy products. This means additional 
jobs in the transportation, distribution 
and retail industries. In fact, more than 
22,730 jobs across southern Idaho are 
attributed to the state’s dairy industry.

With so many people involved in the 
dairy industry, it only makes sense that 
Idaho is the 2nd largest milk producing 
state in the twelve western U.S. states 
and ranks 4th in the total U.S. As of De-
cember 31, 2007, the state had 646 dairy 
farm operations; producing 11.498 bil-
lion pounds of milk (1.337 billion gal-
lons) from the 511,658 cows milking.
Financial contributions to the state 

through personal income and taxes 
from Idaho’s dairy industry can’t be 
overlooked. Idaho’s dairy farm families 
accounted for $428 million in personal 
income in south central Idaho. With the 
secondary employment, study estimates 
show an additional $655.4 million of 
personal income to the south central 
Idaho region, totaling over $1 billion 
that Idaho’s dairy industry contributes 
to the economy. Dairy farms and dairy 
manufacturing also generated $26.7 
million in tax revenues. Add in the sec-
ondary economic activity and the state 
of Idaho realizes an estimated $67.5 
million in tax revenues that is attribut-
able to the dairy industry.   
In terms of milk production: In 1970, 

Idaho’s dairy farmers produced 1.4 
billion pounds; but in 2007 produced 
11.498 billion pounds. The state aver-
age for annual milk per cow is 22,472 
pounds (2,613 gallons) in 2007, while 
the state average in 1970 was 9,793 
pounds (1,138 gallons).  
The dairy industry provides signifi-

cant resources to support the research 
and promotion needed to stabilize and 
sustain Idaho’s dairy industry to drive 
demand for Idaho produced dairy prod-
ucts, which contributes to the financial 
stability of rural communities and ben-
efits the state’s and region’s economies.  
At the end of the day, Idaho’s dairy 

producers are proud of their industry 
and its contribution to Idaho’s economic 
health.                                      e 

Source: The Economic and Fiscal Impacts of the 
Dairy farming and dairy Product Manufacturing 

Industries in South Central Idaho; Dr. Don Holley & 
John Church, Boise State University, Department of 

Business and Economics; Sept. 2006.
United Dairymen of Idaho (UDI) is the local plan-

ning and management organization responsible for 
increasing demand for U.S. produced dairy products 

on behalf of Idaho’s dairy farm families. 

It’s Not Just Cows We Keep Employed
Dairy Farmers Bring More than Just Milk to the Table
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Located in the Northgate Shopping Center
6928 W. State • Boise, ID 83703

* 23 Beers on Tap! * Domestic, Micros, Imports! 
* Happy Hour!
  Mon.-Fri. 4-8pm,
  Sunday All Day! 
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agriculture

marketplace

Northwest Propane 

360-354-4471
Mt. Vernon, WA

360-424-4471

propane

Ox Bow Trade Company
Collector, Dealer & Restoration of 

Horse Drawn Vehicles

Buggies – Wagons – Surreys – Vis-A-Vis
Victorias – Sleighs – Harness – Collars

New Wheels – Wheel Repair

(541) 575-2911

www.oxbowtradeco.com

www.libertypipe.com
sales@libertypipe.com

STEEL FENCING 
Our Specialty: 

Steel Post & Rail or Rod Fencing 
We Stock: 

1 1/4” to 6” GOOD QUALITY Tubing 
 

 
Hi-Tensile Fence Materials 

We Stock or Design & Fab: 

LIVESTOCK EQUIP 
 

 

ESTATE FENCING 
 

 
Custom Perimeter Fencing 
800-764-7473 ID
888-595-4355 MT

Mountain
Home KOA

“We salute Idaho’s
   farmers & ranchers!”

208-587-5111
220 E. 10th North

Mountain Home, ID 83647

Holsters, Scabbards, Cowboy Mounted Shooting Equipment, Gear,
Tack and Western Furnishings, Too! Stop by & take a look!

Pratt Truck
Parts - Service

208-785-6794
62 N. 400 W. Blackfoot

WANTED: New Holland Bale Wagons.
Self Propelled and Pull Types.
All models considered. 
Roeder Implement • P.O. Box 228
Seneca, KS 66538 • 785-336-6103

BALE WAGONS
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CONNELL GRANGE SUPPLY

509-234-2631
www.connellgrange.com

Your One Stop Shopping Center In Connell!
TOTAL HARDWARE and FARM HARDWARE

24-HR FUEL PUMPS

agriculture

Caldwell     459-6363
Boise          343-5474
Fairfield      764-2205
Gooding     934-4935

Twin Falls      734-2631
Jerome          324-2317
Buhl               543-4252
Glenns Ferry 366-2468

Premium Fuels & Lubricants for
Your Farm, Home or Business

“Serving Idaho Since 1939”

equipment

Treasure Valley 
Mixer-Feeders Inc

Sales & Service of
Cattle Feeding Equipment

On Site Repairs
15958 Gunfire Rd

Caldwell, ID 
208-459-2750

Proud to support the
areas Farmers, Ranchers 

and Dairy People

beef-dairy equipment

Cushman
Drilling
208-785-1588
208-681-5616

Down-Hole Television Inspection
Perforation Cleaning - Sonar-Jet

sheep
LEAKY TANK?

LEAKY CISTERN?

Line it with a custom drop in liner. Made 
to order. Just send the measurements 
of your tank. Materials for potable and 
irrigation water storage. We also make 
ditch & stream liners for easy winter 
transferring.

Call, Write or Fax: 

POLYFABRICS
221 W. Meats Ave., Orange, CA 92865

714-637-6300 Ext. 4
FAX 714-637-6302

800-621-6365
Mention this ad for 5% discount

www.polyfabrics.com

Since 1962




